IEMAV is a simulation used in some Wharton FNCE classes such as FNCE 2080 and FNCE 7310.

**Before You Start**

You will need the following before you can complete this task:

- Email containing your IEMAV login credentials

**Step-by-Step Guide**

1. You should have been sent an email containing your IEMAV login credentials. Check your SPAM/Junk/Clutter folders if needed.
2. Go to [https://apps.wharton.upenn.edu/iemav/](https://apps.wharton.upenn.edu/iemav/)
3. Fill in your username and password (from the email) to log in.

**Questions?**

Contact the Learning Lab at [learninglab@wharton.upenn.edu](mailto:learninglab@wharton.upenn.edu) with your class, section, and question.

More information on the IEMAV simulation is on our Learning Lab website.